Determination of lineage and clonality in diffuse lymphomas using the polymerase chain reaction technique.
Malignant lymphomas of the diffuse mixed or diffuse large cell subtype are immunologically heterogeneous and morphologic features do not allow prediction of lineage. Applications of immunophenotypic and gene rearrangement techniques has greatly improved our ability to determine clonality and lineage. Nevertheless, some diffuse lymphomas are composed of numerous reactive cells accompanying a small clonal population, thereby making determination of clonality difficult, even with gene rearrangement techniques. In this study, we report two malignant lymphomas in which immunophenotypic and genotypic studies failed to elucidate evidence of clonality. In both cases, the polymerase chain reaction amplified segments of DNA containing the bcl-2/JH sequence, providing evidence of clonality and suggesting B-cell lineage. We conclude that the polymerase chain reaction technique may be useful in the diagnosis of some diffuse mixed and large cell lymphomas.